The evaluation method on steering is based on qualitative manner in existence, which causes the result inaccurate and fuzziness. It reduces the efficiency of process execution. So the method by quantitative manner for the shape-shifting robot in different configurations is proposed. Comparing to traditional evaluation method, the most important aspects which can influence the steering abilities of the robot in different configurations are researched in detail, including the energy, angular velocity, time and space. In order to improve the robustness of system, the ideal and slippage conditions are all considered by mathematical model. Comparing to the traditional weighting confirming method, the extent of robot steering method is proposed by the combination of subjective and objective weighting method. The subjective weighting method can show more preferences of the experts and is based on five-grade scale. The objective weighting method is based on information entropy to determine the factors. By the sensors fixed on the robot, the contract force between track grouser and ground, the intrinsic motion characteristics of robot are obtained and the experiment is done to prove the algorithm which is proposed as the robot in different common configurations. Through the method proposed in the article, fuzziness and inaccurate of the evaluation method has been solved, so the operators can choose the most suitable configuration of the robot to fulfil the different tasks more quickly and simply.
Introduction


There are so many disasters happening all over the world in recent years, which bring great damage to the human [1] [2] [3] [4] . Many experts considered whether the robot can be used to help the rescuers find survivals after the disasters happened. There are many kinds of rescue-researching robots in the world such as UGVs, UAVs, UUVs and USVs. As to the environment on ground, small unmanned ground vehicles(UGVs) can enable rescuers to find and save the trapped victims in the environment where is very small and dangerous for entrance. So the UGVs are expected to be the dominant modality for victim rescue in the building collapse compared to the other types of the robot.
As to the UGVs, they have to complete different rescue works due to different tasks required. But for the traditional robots with fixed configurations, there are some locomotion restrictions. So most of the experts around the world have proposed many kinds of robots with different configurations to fulfill different tasks, such as snakelikerobot [5] [6] , shape-shifting track vehicles [7] , PolyBot robot [8] [9] [10] designed by Prof. YIM, CONRO robot [11] [12] designed by the university of southern California in United States, M-TRAN robot [13] [14] designed by the combination of AIST group and Tokyo Institute of Technology and so on. As to these robots, it is essential to study their locomotion so the operators can clearly see their motion abilities and cognize the adapting range of the robot in complex environment to improve the efficiency in tasks.
The steering performance for the robot is one of the main locomotion abilities. As to the complex environment, not only does the robot have the ability of traversing and climbing obstacles, but also has the good ability in steering. Even for the same ground conditions, the different mechanisms of the robots in different configurations have the different motion performances. VIDONI, et al [15] , proposed the system that was found to be the most suitable for uneven and side-slope terrains because of its optimal steering capacity, agility and good stability. A kinematic extended Kalman filter(EKF) was presented by PENTZER J, et al [16] , that was designed to estimate the location of track instantaneous centers of rotation(ICRs) and aid in model-based motion prediction of skid-steer robots. A steering dynamics model considering track skidding was built by WANG H Y, et al [17] , in which the kinematical and dynamic characteristic about the track forces, turning resistance moment, turning radius, and angular speed were presented. A vehicle lateral control scheme based on fuzzy logic control and the lateral control were presented by Y CHANG Jian, et al: Evaluation Method on Steering for the Shape-shifting Robot in Different Configurations ·22· ZHANG Y F, et al [18] . It was decomposed into two modules: steering wheel angle control and steering wheel speed control. The results demonstrated that the fuzzy controller could achieve the high tracking accuracy with a good dynamic performance.
The steering locomotion of the robot in different configurations is restricted by many factors such as energy-supplying, motion-space needed, total working time consuming and so on. Even for the same configuration, if the operators choose different methods for steering, the performances of the robot are different.
As to the operators, they should clearly know the abilities of the robot in the process of steering. So the research on the steering performance of shape-shifting robot has the important actual meanings. Through the evaluation research method of the shape-shifting robot on steering, the configuration of robot can be selected according to the different targets such as the minimum energy required, the minimum space occupied, the fastest angular velocity and so on. According to the different forms of steering, the methods of the skid-steering, the chain-steering and tracking-steering were proposed in this article. To improve the accuracy of evaluation results, set-value statistic principle could be applied, and four evaluation methods were obtained.
Most of the steering evaluation performance methods for the shape-shifting robot are taken by qualitative manner. We can just evaluate the steering performance of shape-shifting robot in good, better, best, worse, or worst ways by this method. This kind of evaluation is fuzzy and has the strong subjectivity that can affect the steering performance of the robot. In addition, the psychological instability of experts may also take the effect on the accuracy of measure, and even the same expert can get also different evaluation result at different times to the same conditions. So in this paper, we proposed the evaluation methods of steering by quantitative manner, which could evaluate the steering performance of robot more accurately.
The shape-shifting robot named AMOEBA-I which was designed by SIA(The State Key Laboratory of Robotics, Shenyang Institute of Automation). It was used for disaster-rescue works and analyzed by the method we proposed mentioned.
The shape-shifting robot AMOEBA-I has four common configurations [19] [20] . Each configuration has its special motion locomotion. The custom configurations include "T", "d", "L" and "P", which are shown in Fig. 1 .
The robot in "L" configuration has the best abilities in traversing and climbing obstacles and the worst abilities in steering and anti-rollover. The robot in "P" configuration has the ability in least steering radius but doesn't have the ability in climbing obstacles. The robot in "T" configuration has the better abilities in steering and climbing obstacles. Although the maximum width of the environment that it can traverse is limited by its configuration, but its symmetrical structure designed may make it move and turn smoothly. It has good ability in climbing obstacles. The robot in "d" configuration has the better abilities in climbing obstacles and traversing compared to the robot in "T" and "P" configurations. This paper proposes an evaluation method for the steering performance of robot. Firstly, the overall method is proposed in section 2 which includes the reasons such as the factors of evaluation and the method of weighting indexes selected. Next, the evaluation factors on steering are analyzed which include energy, time and space in different configurations. Ideal and slipping environment conditions are both analyzed in the process of space computed. Then, the method of evaluation factor coefficient for shape-shifting robot on steering based on objective and subjective assignment is proposed. At last, the correctness of the method is proved by the theory analysis and the experiment.
Description of Steering Evaluation Method for the Shape-shifting Robot
We see that the robot has the certain motion abilities in different configurations described in part 1. But for the special environment, the steering conditions restricted may be the most important aspects that we should consider clearly. The safety and efficiency of the robot attract more attention at work. So it has practical significance that we make the research on the steering process of the robot in the common configurations. The structure diagram of the system is shown as Fig. 2 .
The different steering methods of robot in different configurations were analyzed in this article. Through the researches of steering energy consumption f 1 (x), the time of steering f 2 (x), the space of steering f 3 (x) and the angular velocity of steering f 4 (x), we could get the influences factors during the process of steering. By establishing the accurate dynamics and statics model of the robot in different configurations, we could get the energy consumption. Comparing to the traditional analysis of the space required in sole environment, the ideal and slipping conditions of the floor were both computed in order to get close to the actual situations. By the method of geometry, we could easily get the steering space required on the condition of ideal environment. Now, we propose the steering evaluation method of the robot in different configurations which are given in Eq. (1):
where Δ 1 , Δ 2 , Δ 3 and Δ 4 are the weighting indexes of optimization goal. We can clearly see that the steering evaluation is divided into two parts, the weighting factors and the weighting indexes. Weighting indexes reflect the important extents of different evaluation objects aspects for quantitative distribution represented above. As to the weighting factors, weighting indexes are expressed in the process of evaluation. The common methods to determine the assignment are subjective or objective assignment methods. Subjective assignment method is determined by many experts directly according to the experience and reflected the weights of evaluation point of view determined. Objective assignment method needs the enough samples and complex calculation because of the actual problem domain, versatility and participatory differences.
No matter what kinds of the methods to determine the assignment are chosen, there are some limitations. So in this article, the combination method with subjective assignment and objective assignment is proposed. The modified 5-scale valuation method of determining the factor's weight subjectively is proposed. The method modified can decrease the subjectivity of the person comparing to the traditional method. The method of objective assignment is taken by entropy of information. The least square method is proposed to combine the subjective assignment and objective assignment. It may make up the disadvantages of two methods. U is the goal function which is considered to be more less and more better.
Steering Evaluation Factors
By the analysis of the method mentioned above, the evaluation factors including energy, time, space and radius are the most important aspects during the process of steering for the shape-shifting robot in different configurations. So in this section, all these aspects are analyzed by establishing the accurate model in detail.
Steering process analysis based on minimum energy
Energy consumption has great impact on the motion performance of the robot in different configurations. It is conducted primarily by the joint motor of robot, motion control chips and a variety of sensor chip energy components. But for the entire robot system, the energy consumption of control units and the sensor chips is negligible comparing to the electrical energy consumption of joints motors. So the whole energy system is affected mainly by the motor movement.
The shape-shifting robot AMOEBA-I has 7 motors, containing three driving motors, two motors of yaw joints and two motors of pitch joints. So we consider that the total output torque of 7 motors determines the energy consumption of the system. In this section, we analyze the minimum consumption method of robot with four common configurations "T", "d", "L", "P". Table 1 shows the motors that the robot needs in different configurations. For different configurations, the robot needs different motors to drive, pitch or jaw. So we just need to compute the output torque of moving motors to determine the energy required, such as one driving motor, two pitch motors needed in "T" shape. The energy consumption of the robot contains two parts. The increased amount of kinetic energy is represented by ΔE as the robot moves from still to motion and the loss amount of kinetic energy is represented by E r .
Generally, E r is composed of two parts, external and internal loss energy. In external environment, the track robot has to overcome the friction force of the robot itself as it driving and steering, that we define it as external energy consumption. Internal power consumption is the energy consumption of the control system and the energy losses caused by friction. We can get the internal power by 
where E headup -Energy consumed by the pitch joint motor. Now, we research the minimum consumption method for the robot in four configurations separately.
The "T" configuration is the initialized configuration of the shape-shifting robot and it is the basis configuration. It is calculated in this section and it can be more effective for steering. Fig. 3 shows the form of "T" configuration of modular robot as steering with the middle module rising.
The three modules which are suffered ground resistance moments are calculated in "T" configuration and the dynamic is shown as follows: T  T  T  T  T  1  3  1  3   T  T  1  1   T  T  3  3  T   ,   2  2  2   2  2  2 , (14), we can compute the steering resistance of the robot and traction force as the robot turns. Then we got the theoretical energy according to Eq. (4).
Steering process analysis based on minimum space
The steering space required can restrict the steering performance of shape-shifting robot AMOEBA-I. Whether the robot steers effectively in confined space will affect the ability of robot to complete the search and rescue mission in the complex environment.
In the process of steering, if the constraints do not harm the motors and body of the robot, we consider that the robot has the ability to steer with this manner. Therefore, it has great actual significance that we research and analyze the method of minimum steering space of the shape-shifting robot in different configurations.
We can clear see the steering ideal space of robot in "T" shape in Fig. 7 . The steering space of robot in "T" shape is encompassed by imaginary line circle. We assume that the middle module doesn't affect the overall length of the steering radius in x and y space. It is similar to the "P" "d", and "L" configurations of the shape-shifting robot [21] [22] . We get the steering space by the same method as the robot in "P", "d" and "L" configurations.
2 Rturn π .
But as matter of fact, the steering radius of the robot is influenced by two factors, the surface friction coefficient and differences between the velocities of two tracks. These factors can increase the probability of slipping.
We established the steering model of the shape-shifting robot according to Refs. [23] [24] , in which CHENG, et al, analyzed and computed the driving force of outside track and brake force of inside track. Then the steering resisting torque on steering was computed and the model of plane steering was established, we could get the conditions of slipping for the robot. Fig. 8 . gives the movement of the robot in "T" and "P" configurations, then the "d" shape is similar to the process that we inferred. Firstly, the coordinate system oxy is established which is set to be the steering center instantaneous of model 1. C 2 is the steering center instantaneous of model 2 and C is the steering center of the system. P 2 and P 1 are taken in the longitudinal medial axis of the inside and outside tracks. A 1 , A 2 are the distance between the center of steering instantaneous and the medial axis of the track.   is the angle velocity, B=2w+2Δw. 
The driving force of the system can be computed as follows:
( ) 
The force model was established as the steering center in the near aside of the system:
As the steering center in the far side of the system, we established the steering resistance torque model: 
where M r -Total steering resistance torque, We can get M r =M r1 +M r2 .
Eq. (36) is established as follows:
, are the resistance of the land.
Take Eq. (30)-Eq. (36) into Eq. (37), The skid steering radius considered as slipping can be obtained by tracked vehicle steering geometry relationship: Fig. 9 shows the differences between theory and actuality in the turning process of the vehicle. 
.
By solving Eq. (39), the relative steering radius and angular velocity can be obtained as the tracks of robot slipping: 2 are the velocities of outside and inside tracks:
Steering process analysis based on minimum time
The minimum time of steering is closely related to the efficiency of the robot steering. The total time of the robot on steering is influenced by minimum time. We defined the minimum total time of steering T turntotal :
The total steering time of the robot steering T turntotal is equal to the sum time of T turn and T headup . T headup is related to the motor of pitch joint and T turn is related to the ground of environment:
Evaluation Weighting Index of Steering Performance for the Shape-shifting Robot
We defined the evaluation weighting index U in this section. Δ 1 , Δ 2 , Δ 3 , Δ 4 are the weighting indexes of optimization goal, which represent the extent of the importance of steering influence factors.
E system represents the energy consumption. V Rturn represents system steering space required. T totaltime and ω turn represent the steering time and steering angular velocity separately as the robot steering. So we converted the Eq. 
The traditional method used to decide the weighting index is mainly subjective weighting or objective weighting method. Objective weighting method has some shortcomings that needs enough samples, the practical, universal, participatory, and calculation method is more complicated. This method does not reflect the importance of different attributes of the experts [25] . Subjective weighting method to determine the weights, that can reflect the intentions of the decision-makers or evaluation results, has great subjectivity There are some defects whatever choosing subjective and objective method. So it this atricle ,we chose the combination of objective weighting method and subjective weighting method.
For subjective weighting method, we put forward the 5-scale valuation method to determine the weight of index. Set five scale of valuation d jk between G j and G k assigned in the following manner.
( 
So we get the weight of index based on the combination of objective weighting method and subjective weighting method. The flow chart is shown as Fig. 10 . 
Usually in the rescue environment, the system space required for search and rescue needs the major consideration, so we set the subjective weight to be larger than the weight of the energy factor. Then we set the weight of the time factor which was larger than the weight of the angular velocity. So we got the subjective weighting matrix , 4 3.5 5.5 6.5 4.5 4 6.5 7 ( ) . 2.5 1.5 4 5.5 1.5 1 2.5 4  ¢¢ =  = 0.489 8,  = 0.510 2. So we got the objectives weights of robot in different configurations as shown in Table 2 . 
Simulation and Analysis
In this section, we performed some experiments to verify the steering method we proposed above. The main parameters of the robot were shown as follows:
l-Length of single module is 42 cm; w-Width of single module is 12 cm; k-Connecting pole length is 22 cm; μ=0.37; Δm=5.7 kg; m=5 kg.
Energy required simulation of shape-shifting robot in four configurations
Energy simulation of analysis was done in this section as the shape-shifting robot AMOEBA-I in different configurations, "T", "d", "P" and "L".
As shown in Fig. 11(a) , the robot in "T" configuration consumes more energy with the faster speed. The angle that the middle module arises is bigger, the energy required is more. We picked up 8 sets of data, the velocity with 0.08m/s needs the most energy. The energy required was shown in Fig. 11(b) with the "d" configuration. We were able to see the energy curve was high at beginning, and it declined later. The reason is the asymmetric structure of the "d" configuration. The robot in "L" configuration steers without the pitch joints motors driving. Then we got its energy to be 346.8 J as the velocity is 0.05 m/s.
In order to verify the validity of the method we mentioned above, the actual energy power was collected through electronic current. We could see that the actual energy power curve of shape-shifting robot had great fluctuation because of the slipping floor condition and the actual energy power curve of shape-shifting robot in "d" conditions had more fluctuations due to its asymmetric structure. The curve of robot in "P" configurations was more smooth and steady than "T" configurations as shown in Fig. 12 . So the actual curve we collected had conformity with the theoretical analysis. Fig. 13 was the space simulation curves of shape-shifting robot required in different configurations for non-slipping steering. Comparing to the other configurations, the "L" configuration has the largest space required. The "P" configuration needs the least space required. And in the environment of slipping floor with small friction coefficient, the robot in "d" shape also has the largest steering space as shown in Fig.14 . For the reason of slipping, the robot in all configurations needs the larger space than non-slipping. The differences between theory of angular velocity and actual angular velocity are shown in Table 3 , including four configurations of the robot. 
Space and angular velocity required simulations of shape-shifting robot in different configurations
We select Δ 1 =0.209 1, Δ 2 =0.307 6, Δ 3 =0.251 9, Δ 4 = 0.231 3, and E sysm , E sysmmin , E sysmmax , V Rturn, V Rturnmin , V Rturnmax , T totaltime , T totaltimemin , T totaltimemax , ω turn , ω turnmin , ω turnmax are computed according to the Eq. from 2 to 43. So we could get the multi-objective evaluation results of shape-shifting robot as steering in different configurations. The U of "T", "d", "P" and "L" configurations were 0.146 4, 0.440 4, 0.045 6, 0.999 9. We clear saw from Table 4 that the multi-objective function was minimized in "P" configuration. That meant "P" configuration had the best ability of steering, while "L" configuration had the worst ability. "T" configuration had the better ability than "d" configuration, so the effectiveness of the method was proved.
Conclusions
(1) All the factor models including minimum energy, space, time, angular velocity which could affect the steering abilities of the shape-shifting robot are established by theoretical manner. It can offer the fundamental theory for the similarity research.
(2) The evaluation weighting indexes of steering performance for the shape-shifting robot are proposed by the combination with subjective and objective weighting method which can cover the shortages of objective manner alone.
(3) With sets of experiments, angular velocity of the robot steering, turnaround time and steering space are taken and the result shows well and the good agreement is found between the simulation curves and experimental curves as well. (4) The experiment results verify the feasibility of method with the combination of subjective and objective weighting indexes. The steering performance for the different configurations of the robot is taken according to the actual situations.
